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Brentano Redesigns Award Winner at Half Scale  
Nova is textile designer’s new, compact version of contract textile Equinox 

 

Wheeling, IL. (May 2016) — Brentano’s spring 2016 collection synthesizes the textile line’s strengths in 

residential, hospitality and contract textiles. Referencing previous successes — like 2015’s IIDA/HD Product 

Design Award winner Equinox — the 21 new patterns in Cornerstone lay a foundation for Brentano’s next 

quarter century. 

Exactly half the scale of Equinox, new performance pattern Nova packs an explosion of triangles into a 

compact form. Designed for smaller pieces, 54” Nova’s seven colorways coordinate perfectly with Equinox, 

each undulating from dark to light and back to dark in the same fashion. The newest addition to Brentano’s 

line of contract textiles fits in perfectly with a strong, nylon warp, a GreenShield finish and an abrasion 

resistance over 75,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Brentano: 

Led by Design Director Iris Wang, Brentano has grown from a modest eight patterns in 1990 into an international 

source for polyurethane faux leather, outdoor, Crypton, Nano-Tex and GreenShield-finished, eco-friendly and fire 

retardant products. The carefully curated line reflects Iris’ lifelong study of fine art, nature and Asian philosophy in 

beautiful, high-performing solutions for the contract, hospitality, healthcare and residential markets. Please visit 

www.brentanofabrics.com for more information. 
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Nova-Cygnus 4566-02 

The compact version of Brentano’s award-winning performance pattern Equinox, Nova shares 

the same seven colorways and explosive pattern—only at half scale. Both tessellations of 

triangles that undulate from dark to light, Nova and Equinox coordinate small and large pieces in 

a design. 
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